Northern California Curly - Coated Retriever Club
Specialty Show, Sweepstakes & Junior Showmanship
Thursday, October 1, 2015
Obedience & Rally - Wednesday, September 30, 2015

Curly - Coated Retriever Club of America
National Specialty, Sweepstakes, Junior Showmanship
Friday, October 2, 2015
Obedience & Rally - Wednesday, September 30, 2015

Lions Gate Hotel and Conference Center
3410 Westover Street, Sacramento, CA 95652

BLUE RIBBON DOG SHOWS
Rhonda Storm  (951) 681-2487   bluedogshows@gmail.com
Susan Bleckley (714) 321-1245    susanbleckley@gmail.com
9522 Derby Drive - Riverside CA  92509       blueribbondogshows.com
Northern California Curly-Coated Retriever Club  
Thursday, October 1, 2015
Sweepstakes Judge: Ms. Milan Hess

Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America  
Friday, October 2, 2015
Sweepstakes Judge: Ms. Mary Meek

**NCCCRC CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, 6 MOS. - 9 MOS. PUPPY DOG**

5 2 5 2 WINDSONG MAGICAL MISCHIEF MAKER, SR88399102. 02/08/2015. Breeders Iva Darnall & Destiny Darnall. By Ch Riverwatch The Illusionist x Windsong Lady Makin' Mischief. 
Dena M. Bream & Iva H. Darnall

7 1 7 1 PIZZAZZ THE MIGHTY THOR. SR87274502. 03/11/2015. Breeder: Owner. By Ch Pizzazz Solo Performance x Ch Charwin Bling Bling, CD, BN, RA. Iris Andre

**NCCCRC CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, 15 MOS. - 18 MOS. - DOG**

Jeffrey Bream & Dena Bream

15 2 15 2 CHARWIN OUTSIDE THE LINES, WC. SR82716401. 05/03/2014. Breeders: Owners. By Ch Podunk's Better Days Ahead, CDX, MH, MHU x Ch Charwin Iced Tea, UD, BN, RE, WCX 
Rick & Kathy Kail

**NCCCRC CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, 6 MOS. - 9 MOS. - PUPPY BITCH**

Milan Hess

8 2 8 2 PIZZAZZ THE BLACK PANTHER. SR87274501. 03/11/2015. Breeder: Iris Andre. By Ch Pizzazz Solo Performance x Ch. Charwin Bling Bling, CD, BN, RA. 
Rick & Kathy Kail

10 1 10 3 KURLY KREEK PIZZAZZ GIGGLE WATER. SR86611008. 01/16/2015. Breeders: Mary K. Shifflett & Scott Shifflett. By Chocca-Shaw's Winter Chukar Podunk x Pizzazz Bellissimo. Iris Andre
NCCCRC  CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, 15 MOS. - 18 MOS. - BITCH

12 1 12 1 PODUNK’S CALL OF THE CANYON. SR83646903. 05/31/2014.
Breeder: Alex Shull & Sarah Shull. By Ch Riverwatch The Illusionist x Ch Mathel Looking Ahead.
Bob and Maureen Thompson and Sarah Shull

NCCCRC BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES_____7______
NCCCRC BEST OF OPPOSITE IN SWEEPSTAKES____12____
CCRCA BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES____6__________
CCRCA BEST OF OPPOSITE IN SWEEPSTAKES____7____

Northern California Curly-Coated Retriever Club
Thursday, October 1, 2015
Veteran Sweepstakes Judge: Ms. Milan Hess

Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America
Friday, October 2, 2015
Veteran Sweepstakes Judge: Ms. Mary Meek

NCCCRC  CCRCA VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES, 7-9 Years DOG

27 1 GCH PODUNK’S BETTER DAYS AHEAD, MH, MHU, CDX, WCQ, UWC. SR41584104. 03/09/2007. Breeder: Alex Shull. By Ch Chocca-shaw’s Irish Blessing MH x Ch Ptarmigan Song of Hiawatha JH.
Alex and Sarah Shull

Pamela King


63 4 63 3 CH PIZZAZZ SOLO PERFORMANCE. SR54778201. 06/26/2008. Breeder: Owner. By Ch. Pizzazz Avanti Gonna Go Far x Ch Fairway Pizzazz Rendezvous. Iris Andre
NCCCRC  CCRCA VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES, 11 Years and Older DOG

35 1 35 1 CH SUMMERWIND DADDY COME FLY WITH ME. SR17949202. 06/19/2004. Breeder: Doris Hodges. By Ch Summerwind’s Great Expectations, CDX, RA x Crosswind’s Desert Rose SW. Doris Hodges & Virginia Wright


NCCCRC  CCRCA VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES, 7-9 Years BITCH

40 1 40 1 CH CHARWIN BLING BLING, CD, BN, RA. SR43556006. 06/11/2007. Breeders: Rick Kail & Kathy Kail. By Ch Charwin Tracer, CDX, RA, MH x Ch Fairway Amazin Midnite Bash Iris Andre

NCCCRC  CCRCA VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES, 9-11 Years BITCH

42 1 42 1 GCH SW CHARMSTAR WHISPER A DREAM, BN, GN, CDX, RE, CGC. SR34587001. 05/12/2006. Breeders: Doris Hodges, Virginia Wright, Ann M. Shinkle. By Ch Summerwind Kurly Kreek Vento x Ch Crosswind’s Desert Storm of SW. Ann M. Shinkle

NCCCRC  CCRCA VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES, 11 Years and Older BITCH


NCCCRC BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES________42_____

NCCCRC BEST OF OPPOSITE IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES____27____

CCRCA BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES________59_________

CCRCA BEST OF OPPOSITE IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES____46_____

4
NCCCRC  CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, JUNIOR HUNTER TITLED DOG
Bob and Maureen Thompson

NCCCRC  CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, SENIOR HUNTER TITLED DOG

NCCCRC  CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, MASTER HUNTER TITLED DOG
27 1 GCH PODUNK’S BETTER DAYS AHEAD, MH, MHU, CDX, WCQ, UWC. SR41584104. 03/09/2007. Breeder: Alex Shull. By Ch Chocca-shaw’s Irish Blessing MH x Ch Ptarmigan Song of Hiawatha JH.
Alex and Sarah Shull

Pamela King

NCCCRC  CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, WC/WCX/WCQ, UPLAND TITLED BITCH
12 1 12 Ab PODUNK’S CALL OF THE CANYON, WC SR83646903. 05/31/2014. Breeders: Alex Shull & Sarah Shull. By Ch Riverwatch The Illusionist x Ch Mathel Looking Ahead.
Bob and Maureen Thompson and Sarah Shull

Rick & Kathy Kail
NCCCRC CCRCA SWEEPSTAKES, JUNIOR HUNTER TITLED BITCH


NCCCRC BEST IN GUNDOG SWEEPSTAKES________27______

NCCCRC BEST OF OPPOSITE IN GUNDOG SWEEPSTAKES_____12_____

CCRCA BEST IN GUNDOG SWEEPSTAKES_________18_______

CCRCA BEST OF OPPOSITE IN GUNDOG SWEEPSTAKES____55_____

__________________________

JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP

Northern California Curly-Coated Retriever Club
Thursday October 1, 2015 - Judge: Ms. Debbie K. Petersen

Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America
Friday October 2, 2015 - Judge: Pluis Davern

NCCCRC CCRCA Novice Intermediate

J100 1 J100 1 CH CHARWIN BLING BLING, CD, BN, RA. SR43556006. 06/11/2007. Breeders: Rick Kail & Kathy Kail. By Ch Charwin Tracer, CDX, RA, MH x Ch Fairway Amazin Midnite Bash Iris Andre
Natalie Collins #23271429006

NCCCRC CCRCA Open Senior

J101 1 J101 1 PIZZAZZ BOMBSHELL. SR80122302. 11/14/2013. Breeder: Owner By Ch Toakaha Toarangatira, SH x Pizzazz Bellissimo Iris Andre
Gabrielle Collins #93815234008

Best Junior Handler NCCCRC__J101__ Best Junior Handler CCRCA__J101____